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10260 NAZKO Road Nazko British Columbia
$699,900

* PREC - Personal Real Estate Corporation. Looking for an amazing property that can keep you away from

everyday hustle? Look no longer. This property has it all. Under 20 years old log home feat. open concept floor

plan, wood stove on main & 3/4 wrap-around deck where you can admire stunning views of the Nazko River

winding through the property and meadows and wildlife. 160 acres are cross fenced with pastures and

profitable hay fields. This picturesque property is very private, surrounded by Crown Land on 3 sided and

borders 2 lakes for your enjoyment. There is also Quonset/shop with wood stove, 2 wood sheds, 3 storage

sheds, heated stock waterer, Stansion waterer, drilled well, greenhouse and fruit trees. (id:6769)

Bedroom 2 17 ft ,2 in X 12 ft

Loft 19 ft X 8 ft ,6 in

Living room 18 ft ,3 in X 14 ft ,1 in

Kitchen 17 ft ,1 in X 14 ft ,1 in

Primary Bedroom 11 ft ,8 in X 13 ft ,7 in

Pantry 6 ft ,1 in X 5 ft ,7 in
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